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Grangeville, ID - If you think being imprisoned when you are 
innocent is bad news, how would it feel to be dispossessed of 
your property when it has been in your family for 40, 50 or 100 
years? The trick is for one adjoining neighbor to hire a new-
breed-of-surveyor who bends the law (being protected from 

prosecution by the surveying profession) and makes up new boundaries based on his own rules 
because it’s good for his business; in the end though, he takes away the vested property rights of all 
landowners. In reality, this is a deceptive trade practice and a violation of the Consumer Protection 
and anti-fraud laws of all 50 states according to surveyor and lawyer, Jeffery N. Lucas. 

By the way, the Attorneys General (AG) of the several states where this is happening simply will not 
prosecute because it involves crimes committed by members of a so-called “regulated profession” 
deemed ‘sacred-cows’ and exempt from enforcement action. It is not that the AG has no power to 
prosecute them; rather, it is that the crony system among surveyors and engineers is so powerful, 
that with actively practicing members of the profession sitting on the boards that are supposed to 
regulate surveyors, they cannot see that their fellow professionals are doing anything wrong. They 
are literally blinded by their own so-called “professionalism.”  

Judges today have even bought into this concept with the attitude that “the professionals know best” 
and certainly, judges, don’t want to be seen as bucking the system. None of this bodes well for the 
landowners who are the consumers of surveyor services. 

George Washington, Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln as well as Lewis and Clark, all had this one 
thing in common, they were surveyors. You see, ‘In the Beginning…’ there was vacant land and 
people wanted to own a portion of it to build their homes on; hence, the American Dream. Whether it 
was the east coast property acquisitions from the Native Americans or the Louisiana Purchase from 
the French or Mexican Land Grants, the pattern and practice was the same: Define the boundaries 
and then make it available for settlement by the public. Some settled as homesteaders, staking their 
claim and complying with certain minimum requirements, while others outright purchased their 
property. Either way, at the end of the day, the expectation was the same: all landowners knew where 
their boundaries were located because of monuments originally set by the great surveyors of the 
past. 

For generations, the landowners of America have relied upon the original work performed by 
surveyors who established points of origin by placing monuments (such as a notched stone or 
markings on a witness tree or other objects of at least semi-permanent quality) and then from these 
original monuments, created the “Point of Beginning” for each parcel of land.  

Along the eastern seaboard of the USA, original monuments were established first by the Pilgrims 
and early settlers, then eventually by surveyors, such as our first President. In the west, the General 
Land Office of the United States laid out the original monuments based on the Rectangular System of 
Surveying. However they were created, all current-day owners expect to look back upon the historical 
establishment of original monuments from which they can trace the perimeter of their property. 
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Today, there simply is not as much surveying work as in the boom days before the real estate bubble 
burst in 2008. Many surveyors need work because most of the available land that easily could be 
subdivided, has been developed and that which is left are tracts of land containing larger acreages, 
either owned by the government or by private interests, for which there is: 1) no authority to develop 
(public lands); 2) no current demand for subdivision; or 3) no financial backing available for 
development. 

Left without ‘rudder or sail,’ the proverbial ‘mariners of surveying’ must find a way to support 
themselves and their families. For many of them, they have no other occupation, thus, the choice is 
“Survey or Starve;” which dictates that the surveyor must ‘do something’ to create business for 
himself. 

Within the industry of surveying, there are those who consider surveyors to be “stewards of the 
nation’s property boundaries.” A surveyor has two choices, if he can state that he is unable to find an 
original monument then that is his excuse to postulate where such a monument should exist by using 
a fraudulent engineering computation, also known as a “Math Stakeout” or he can perform a 
legitimate “Retracement Survey.” In the Retracement Survey, the surveyor must find the location of 
the original monuments that provide “control” for the area, some of which may be more than a mile 
away. If the nearest original monument is missing, the surveyor can reach out to the next nearest 
original monument for control or utilize existing structures to validate the retracement. A surveyor 
conducting a Retracement Survey is legally bound to follow the lines from original monuments, 
retracing the bearings and distances used by the original surveyors to reestablish the original 
boundaries or to locate the place where missing monuments were located before they disappeared; 
then, and only then, can he opine as to the particular application to the property of the landowner who 
hired him.  

In a Math Stakeout, the surveyor simply creates by mathematical calculation what he thinks is the 
right adaptation of the boundary based on engineering principles, but, because he fails to start with 
the true original monument that originally provided control over the area, that surveyor performing the 
math computation absolutely cannot locate the original boundaries and will always be in the business 
of creating new boundary lines. In creating new lines, the surveyor can then sell his stock and trade to 
the unsuspecting landowner, who, if it involves an increase in his property, is delighted to pay 
handsomely to add a few acres at the expense of his neighbor and that is just human nature, to want 
to receive something for nothing. 

The reality is that there is not one consumer in 10,000 who understands what surveyors do; which 
makes them easy prey for surveyors to commit the crime of property theft by fraud. This is worse than 
not understanding how your local brain surgeon operates. If the unscrupulous surgeon was to lure 
patients in with promises of improved intelligence and then perform lobotomies, the consumer of his 
healthcare services and his family would be sorely disappointed and might even sue the doctor. In 
like manner, the consumer of surveying services can be easily baffled by the surveyor’s technical 
‘bull-loney,’ so that he becomes convinced that he owns his neighbor’s driveway or a large chunk of 
his neighbor’s land; and then the legal battles begin.  

To illustrate the severity of this problem: imagine, if you will, that a surveyor from Connecticut has 
declared that the original monuments defining the boundaries of an adjoining state, say Rhode Island, 
are “erroneous.” Then the surveyor offers up a solution by mathematically creating new monuments 
and draws up a new boundary line between the two states and declares that the land within the newly 
defined area is really the property of Connecticut. Now, let’s say, that the newly defined area involves 
only a mere three hundred (300) square miles (a trifling amount of land in the big scheme of things, 
right?). Since the total area of Rhode Island is a paltry 1,241 square miles, that would be roughly a 
one-fourth or a 25% of the land mass of the entire state of Rhode Island, which by now, our 



hypothetical surveyor, has claimed for Connecticut. Clever surveyor: after recording this fraudulent 
survey, it could take years and millions of dollars to correct the problem. Meanwhile, how many 
people and their lands would be adversely affected? 

The people of Connecticut would be cheering while the folks in Rhode Island 
might be objecting and do you think a general uproar is likely? Maybe it would go 
viral on the Internet and even the “dumbed-down Mainstream Media” might report 
the story. What if Mexico was to do the same thing along the border with the USA 
gobbling up some of Texas, New Mexico, Arizona and California; in such a case, 
we might even see a declaration of war. In other words, property owners, 
especially US citizens are hard wired to defend what they believe is theirs 
(sometimes to the death) and that too is a part of the human condition. But, the 
law specifically states that surveyors are not to create disputes among 
neighboring landowners; so how can this be? 

Think about this, if a surveyor who wants to grow his business starts moving 
original property monuments (or makes them disappear so that he can recreate 
them) then he can move boundaries between neighbors at will, and it is likely that 
each landowner will demand his own survey (more business). All of a sudden, 

instead of a Starving Surveyor, there is plenty of business for all the surveyors and maybe a few 
engineers as well. Clever surveyors.  

According to highly credible professionals I have interviewed, “One of these new-breed-of-surveyors 
actually refers to himself as the “Wizard” of North Idaho because he has developed a scam that 
allows him to dance around original monuments with words like “erroneous” and then adjust the 
location of those original monuments as he has developed a vast book of new business from the 
landowners who have been suckered into his operation. This surveyor is Hunter Edwards, whose 
father before him was a surveyor and the two of them figured out a scam that has not yet been 
unraveled, but it is based on the concept that the original General Land Office survey monuments set 
in the late 1800s were “erroneous” which they think gives them license to relocate those original 
monuments at will by applying a Math Stakeout solution rather than performing a retracement 
survey.”  

The professionals continue, “The cost of these 
shenanigans by the Edwards clan to landowner Dorothy 
Walker has been the loss of over 40 acres, all done 
surreptitiously by sneaky little changes in documents 
recorded at her home of Idaho County. Dorothy has 
studied the problem and qualifies as the one in 10,000, but 
she still cannot get responsible survey work from the 
Edwards clan because they are being protected by the 
other professionals who also think this Math Stakeout 
Solution is good for business and refuse to look at the 
Edwards’ professional ethics violations and the Edwards’ 
failure to follow established procedure required by Idaho 
State law; their reaction is simply to ignore it. The Edwards 
clan of surveyors are also being given a pass by the Idaho Attorney General who refuses to 
prosecute them because regulation is left up to the professional board composed 100% of practicing 
surveyors. Has the proverbial fox been left to guard the hen house?” 

Well folks, this is exactly what is happening all over America today and it is happening in Idaho and 
specifically, it has happened in Idaho County, which is one of the most unlikely settings, although the 
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place is bucolic and it is an area that is still filled with big game and a very desirable place to live or 
have a cabin because it is so remote. Shamefully, there are those in Idaho County who would set 
false monuments and take your land in a heartbeat and the operative force behind them are the 
surveyors who subscribe to the improper and illegal process of “proportioning” in corners with a Math 
solution when the evidence of the position of the original corner is right before their eyes. To be clear, 
the process of proportioning or the Math Stakeout can never find the original boundary lines or 
monuments and it is doomed to always be the source of land theft. 

With the amount of land development and subdivisions drastically down in America today, the trend 
has been to create work for surveyors by either removing or relocating the original “permanent” 
survey monuments that have been relied upon for over a hundred years, and then claiming that such 
monuments have been “located” by applying the Math Stakeout solution costing some landowners 
large portions of their property.  

This attack on the sovereign rights to property ownership is fostered by the new breed of surveyor 
mentioned above who believe they can simply state that the original monument, set over a hundred 
years ago is “erroneous.” A nebulous term that really has no meaning unless placed in context of a 
multi-faceted and highly detailed analysis; and when applied, the detailed analysis will show where 
the original monument is actually located. Yet, this term “erroneous” is the basis reportedly used by 
the Edwards clan and other surveyors of similar persuasion for moving boundary lines hundreds of 
feet without regard to the retracement of the original monuments.  

Understanding why we are ‘where we are at’ is as important as anything. Surveying is complicated to 
some and mysterious to others, but the effect of losing land can be understood by everyone. Readers 
with similar issues should contact their state legislators and demand that this problem be investigated 
in their home state before rights become vested based on the fraudulent surveys developed by 
Starving Surveyors, who are not quite so hungry any more thanks to all the payments from defrauded 
landowners.  

Will Goode is an investigative reporter for Independent News International, World Report who 
is willing to tackle difficult issues even though not politically correct. He can be contacted 
through the Editor, Pat Shannan at www.iniworldreport.com. 

Editor’s Note: There is another reason that unethical surveyors record fraudulent surveys and 
that is because they are paid to knowingly do so. We will address this more as it relates to the 
Walker case in the near future. 

Anyone with information on those involved in the Walker case or fraudulent surveying in 
general is urged to contact Edward Snook at 541-474-7885 or by email to 
editor@usobserver.com. 

Are you losing your property because of bad surveying? Have you been defrauded? Call us – 
we just might be able to help you.  

Subscribe to the US~Observer News Flash Alerts!  
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 15 comments  

Ann • 9 days ago  

This makes me wary of purchasing any land, especially when there's already other landowners nearby. 

To pay for all those acres, and find out sometime down the road, you don't have as much as you had 

thought, or the next surveyor will just "give" away your land to whomever pays. And the Attorney 

Generals......why is there so much corruption in the government, whether local or federal?!?! And I'm 

sure there are those who are honest, but probably do not do anything for fear of losing their jobs. 

Ana Scott Ann • 7 days ago  

My thoughts exactly! If they aren't already full of corruption themselves, the government condones theft 

and corruption against the hard-working citizens of this country. 

Elizabeth Griffin • 10 days ago  

So, has the case for Mrs. Walker been closed or is it still ongoing? And though we now live in a sub-

division, eventually we do want to buy land and have our house built. And this loyalty crap to other 

professions is just sickening! How can anyone with a conscience condone this kind of behavior? And 

honestly, it sucks when you don't have anymore work in your chosen profession....but that's why people 

go learn other trades or, God forbid, get another job. Shocking. 

Piper Stewart • 7 days ago  

This honestly does not surprise me. With all the sub-divisions in most communities, there really is 

hardly any need for surveyors like there was a few years ago. And I can just imagine the desperation 

these people feel to get any kind of work...so much so, that it's literally driven them to criminal activity, 

which in my opinion, this is exactly that! making up property lines to whomever pays the most......do 

people not have integrity to do their job honestly and with pride? 

Sasha • 8 days ago  

The Idaho Attorney General is an idiot. You don't give a pass to people who ultimately screw up 

peoples' lives, money and property. "Professional"....not likely. And you certainly shouldn't go around 

making up some imaginary boundary to get more business. This poor woman just lost her husband. My 

God! How do you go about being able to trust any surveyor if there are some that are crooks and you 

know nothing about surveying? 

 

Scott Winston • 8 days ago  

Great, informative post here. Because, as stated, the normal person doesn't really know much about 

surveying land. And to know that there are those out there who will basically help out the highest bidder 

is good to know. I'll definitely give buddies of mine a heads up, as they live up there. And sadly, there 

are crooks in every career field that will turn a blind eye, or make adjustments to suit the customers. I 

hope they all get caught. 

Stacey Lee • 9 days ago  
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Well, goodness. thanks to this article, I'm definitely going to read up on surveyors and get an idea of 

how they work. And it sounds as if the Math Stakeout is just a false way of surveying. And for these 

new "surveyors" to come around and justify their actions because they THINK the property lines are 

erroneous.....wow. I'll definitely keep that bit of nonsense in mind. 

Josh Wilson Stacey Lee • 8 days ago  

I agree. That Math Stakeout claim sounds a bit.....fishy. 

Chad Parsons • 7 days ago  

Criminals with the approval of the government and those who have the most money. Awesome. 

Jason Smith • 6 days ago  

Wrong on all counts. And I'm sure they're targeting more of the elderly, whom they can easily pull the 

wool over their eyes, as scammers always do. 

Jan • 6 days ago  

Still can't get over that this is perfectly acceptable work ethics....at least to the ones who benefit from it. 

Does no one have any integrity anymore? 

Wendy Atkins • 6 days ago  

This soo makes me mad! How can someone just come around and decide on "mathematical" statistics 

that a boundary needs to be moved?!?! How bold of them. I hope that everything will turn out well for 

Mrs. Walker....she really doesn't need to keep dealing with this. And those surveyors that do this.....no 

easy slap on the wrist for these criminals. 

Tessa J • 6 days ago  

This definitely needs to be dealt with. When you buy all this land, whether for commercial or private 

use....you should not ever have to worry that one day you'll be taken to court over something that you 

worked hard and paid for. specially if it's something that is for the benefit of your family, and you hope 

to pass it on. And it sucks that they aren't getting as much work as they used to, but to go down this lane 

of illegal and criminal behavior? Not very bright. 

Joe • 6 days ago  

To take someone's land knowingly is the worst thing any surveyor can do. And whether they need to 

give in to the whims of their new customers to allow them to survive through criminal activity, because 

this is what it is, is not acceptable at all. But sadly nowadays, money talks. And it can buy you whatever 

it is you want, whether honestly or not. You can't be going around making up new boundaries because 

of made up markers, or lack thereof. 

Jennifer Wilson • 7 days ago  

The government is well known for turning a blind eye if whatever is to their advantage. :/ And damn 

everyone, especially the people who have worked hard and tried to purchase lands and houses to take 
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care of their families. Wonder how they would feel if someone in their family got screwed over like 

this? I bet it'd be taken care of then. 
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Piper Stewart • 4 months ago  

Goodness, I've been approached by a couple of these surveyors near where I inherited some land and 

had though to maybe selling it. Very, very glad I came upon this case that's going on. I've never owned a 

house or land before, so this is all new to me. But I've learned from reading this to be cautious. Which is 

what I will definitely do! Hope it all comes to end soon for Mrs. Walker. 

Lucas • 4 months ago  

Here's a good case of how a criminal case needs to be handled.....the State realized that the surveyor was 

being dishonest and dealt with him. It's a start. And hopefully the widow can get her money back. 

Christian • 4 months ago  

Will the lawyer who was supposed to be supervising the surveyors be somehow held accountable? And 

I've come to the realization that though you warn people to do what's right, or deal with the 

consequences, majority of the time, it'll be ignored. Happy she has a good lawyer; sorry for her loss. But 

hopefully justice will prevail in this case. 

Elizabeth Griffin • 4 months ago  

Glad to see that the state has taken it upon themselves to handle this thief. And kudos to the Walkers for 

deciding to pursue this outright thievery. This is a great example of justice being handled the correct 

way......punish those who ARE guilty, and see the innocent as the victims that they are. And my 

condolences goes out to Mrs. Walker through this terrible time. 

Mark Glenn • 4 months ago  

I've actually heard of this case, as I have family who used to live up and they actually used this guy 

once. They had no problems at the time, but I'm sure there are many, many more unscrupulous 

surveyors out there. And when it comes to a huge investment you've made, it is an issue. Hope 

everything can get finished up soon for the widow, so she doesn't have to go through this alone for too 

much longer. And I hope they can get her money back from those thieves....all of them. And my wife 

laughs at me when we have anyone come out to do anything at the house or on our land and I make sure 

I am there. Laugh all you want, but we aren't about o be screwed over. Can't wait for the follow-up, 

where you reveal who started this scheme. 

Trey S • 4 months ago  

That's great that this surveyor is finally being accountable for his actions. Innocent people who trust in 

so-called professionals get screwed over daily by these leeches on society. I will be very, very interested 

in seeing your future post about who you claim started this situation. People seem to think connections 
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and money will keep them immune from justice being dealt out.....and condolences to Mrs. Walker on 

her loss. 

Lucy W • 4 months ago  

Very sad for this couple to have gone through this. And absolutely heart breaking that she now has to 

deal with this mess on her own. We actually had a problem with a neighbor a few years ago about the 

property line....luckily, my husband is Irish...a stubborn hard-ass. We had to get a lawyer, but we had it 

straightened out, t took about 3 years. But these surveyors are like leeches....sucking whatever they can 

get out of homeowners. Hopefully it'll all be over for Mrs Walker because she's already going through a 

rough time, I'm sure. 

Jason Smith • 4 months ago  

We have quite a few acres also, but we are literally out in the middle of nowhere. But when we 

purchased our house and land, my wife was all over the surveyors and inspectors. She had family that 

got ripped off by some, as the Walkers. Word to the wise....though you don't want to be rude, when 

making an investment like that, you need to be all over those people who are working for you. It's your 

money, therefore you have every right to be hounding them. 

Scott Winston Jason Smith • 3 months ago  

Man, oh man.....what a mess. We are in the process also of buying some land, but it's in another state. I 

guess we'll need to take a leave from work and go verify what the surveyors are up to. We certainly don't 

need to be going through this mess years later. 

Justin Bradshaw • 4 months ago  

I had a cousin who went through something like this a few years ago. It got straightened out after years 

and years of petitioning the courts and gathering evidence. It is a shame that her husband has passed and 

she now has to do this alone. I hope they'll do right by her sooner rather than later. You have to be 

vigilant when you're getting a house inspected or surveyed. It's always about the money. 

Ann • 4 months ago  

Good post Edward. And I do hope you reveal the true culprits of this unjust practice. And my heart 

absolutely go out to Dorothy for now having to deal with this on her own. Some people have absolutely 

no scruples.....I hope it all works out in her favor, I hope she can recover most, if not all, of her money. 

And I hope this is a warning to all the surveyors out there....you will get caught. 

Josh Wilson • 2 months ago  

Yeah, I was taught that anyone coming onto your property, you watch with an eagle eye....whether it's a 

repairman, construction worker, whatever. Sorry for her loss. Good for them to have gone after these 

people though. 
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